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The prediction and synthesis of novel crystal structures makes possible the targeted
preparation of materials with desired properties. Amongst porous solids, this has been
achieved for metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)1-3 but not for the more widelyapplicable zeolites4,5, where exploratory synthesis is the usual route to materials
discovery. Although millions of hypothetical zeolite structures have been proposed6,7, not
enough is known about their synthesis mechanism to allow any given structure to be
prepared. Here we present an approach that combines structure solution with structure
prediction, and inspires subsequent synthesis of novel super-complex zeolites. We used
electron diffraction to identify a family of related structures and discover the structural
“coding” within them. This enabled us to determine the complex structure of the zeolite
ZSM-258, which has the largest unit cell of all known zeolites (91,554 Å3) and
demonstrates highly selective CO2 adsorption. Extension of the method enabled us to
predict the other members of a family of increasingly complex but structurally-related
zeolites and this inspired synthesis of two more complex zeolites, PST-20 and PST-25,
with much larger cell volumes (166,988 and 275,178 Å3, respectively) and similar
selective adsorption properties. Members of this family have the same symmetry but a
continually expanding unit cell and are related by hitherto unseen structural principles;
we call them embedded isoreticular zeolite structures.
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The synthesis of novel porous materials with designed structures and properties has been
realised for MOFs1, where inorganic and organic building units of defined geometry assemble
to give frameworks with predictable topology and functionality2,3. This degree of control is
difficult to achieve for purely inorganic frameworks4,5. Geometrically-related structures have
been prepared, for example using enlarged clusters9,10 or extended inorganic chains as
building units11, but the former requires major changes in framework chemistry and synthesis
conditions and the latter uses organic templates that cannot be removed without structural
collapse. For the most industrially-important class of microporous materials, zeolites, which
have fully-connected frameworks of corner-sharing AlO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra, there are no
examples where novel structures have been designed and then directly prepared. Millions of
energetically-feasible hypothetical zeolite ‘structures’ have been predicted6,7, but routes to
their synthesis remain elusive.
Even when new zeolites are prepared, through exploratory synthesis, their structure
solution takes time because they crystallise as powders. Nevertheless, complex zeolite
structures can be solved, usually with help from the electron microscope12. In one approach,
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) intensity data is combined with structure factor phase
information obtained from high-resolution electron microscopy (HRTEM) images13-16; in
another, rotation electron diffraction (RED)17,18 has been applied to submicron-sized
crystals19-21. Here, we used electron diffraction to solve a complex, long-unknown zeolite
structure related to paulingite and discovered their common structural ‘coding’ via the ‘strong
reflections’ method22. We extended this to predict a family of highly complex zeolite
frameworks with unit cell volumes in excess of any previously reported - and then prepared
two of them via rational synthesis.
ZSM-25, first reported in 19818, was synthesised according to the literature using Na+ and
tetraethylammonium (TEA+) ions as structure-directing agents (SDAs) (Methods)23 as part of
our search for selective adsorbents. It showed attractive CO2 adsorption properties (described
below), but its structure was not known. We therefore applied the RED method to ZSM-25
(NaTEA-ZSM-25) microcrystals (Fig. 1a,b, Methods, Extended Data Fig. 2a-c). The 3D RED
data revealed that ZSM-25 is body-centred cubic (a = 42.3 Å) with Laue symmetry m-3m.
However, electron beam damage causes low data resolution and prevents structure solution
using direct methods. The IZA Database of Zeolite Structures24 lists three frameworks with
the same Laue symmetry as ZSM-25: KFI (ZK-5), RHO (Rho) and PAU (paulingite) all
have the same space group Im-3m. Further, we found that the strong reflections of ZSM-25
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are distributed in the same regions of reciprocal space as those calculated from RHO and
PAU (Fig. 1a-d, Extended Data Fig. 3), indicating the RHO, PAU and ZSM-25 structures are
related. Strong reflections represent the main structure features of a crystal and can be used
for structure solution25. We therefore thought that it might be possible to phase the strong
reflections of ZSM-25 from the known PAU structure, and thus solve its structure. The
twenty-one strongest symmetry-independent reflections were identified, and their phases
assigned to be those calculated from corresponding reflections of the PAU structure (Fig.
1c,d, Extended Data Table 1). All 16 symmetry-independent T-atoms (T = Si, Al) were
located from the 3D electron density map using the 21 reflections: oxygen atoms were placed
between the T-atoms according to TO4 tetrahedral geometry. The structure of as-made
NaTEA-ZSM-25, including its aluminosilicate framework and extra-framework cation and
water positions, was refined against synchrotron PXRD data (Fig. 2a, Methods).
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Figure 1 | Structure determination of ZSM-25 by the strong reflections approach. a,b,
The 2D slice of (h k 0) (a) and (h k -h-k) (b) cut from the reconstructed 3D reciprocal lattice
from the RED data. The symmetry m-3m has been imposed for a better comparison. c,d,
Simulated (h k 0) (c) and (h k -h-k) (d) diffraction patterns of the idealised PAU structure,
with the structure factor phases marked in blue (180°) and red (0°). e, 3D map generated by
using amplitudes obtained from RED of ZSM-25 and phases calculated from the structure of
PAU. f, The framework structure of ZSM-25.
The ZSM-25 framework can be considered an expanded version of PAU. Both are built of
seven different cage types24, [4126886] (lta), [4882] (d8r), [41286] (pau), [466286] (t-plg), [4583]
(t-oto), [4684] (t-gsm) and [4785] (t-phi) (Fig. 2b). The maximum ring size in each is eight,
establishing them as small pore zeolites. The lta cages are connected via chains of alternating
d8r and pau cages along unit cell edges to form cubic scaffolds (Fig. 2c,d). The scaffold of
ZSM-25 is extended from that of PAU by adding an extra pair of pau and d8r cages along
each unit cell edge, expanding a by ~10 Å. In accordance with the body-centering, each
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structure contains two such cubic scaffolds, interpenetrated. The space between the scaffolds
is filled by the four other types of cages to form fully four-connected frameworks (Fig. 2e,f).
All cages are inter-connected via 8-ring windows. The structure of RHO can be obtained by
removing two pairs of pau and d8r cages on each unit cell edge, leaving only one d8r cage
between the lta cages (Extended Data Fig. 6). RHO, PAU and ZSM-25 belong to the same
family. PAU and ZSM-25 can be considered expanded versions of RHO. We call this the
RHO-family, and denote Rho to be the 1st generation (RHO-G1), paulingite the 3rd (RHO-G3)
and ZSM-25 the 4th (RHO-G4). It is interesting to predict the structure of other family
members. While the structure of RHO–G2 with two d8r and one pau cages per unit cell edge
(a  25 Å) was generated previously26,27, it is much more challenging to predict larger
structures by modelling how the large space between the cubic scaffolds should be filled.
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Figure 2 | PXRD profiles and structure description of ZSM-25. a, Rietveld refinement of
as-made NaTEA-ZSM-25 (λ = 0.63248 Å). b, The seven different cages, [4126886] (lta), [4882]
(d8r), [41286] (pau), [466286] (t-plg), [4583] (t-oto), [4684] (t-gsm), and [4785] (t-phi) found in
ZSM-25, as solid tiles. c,d, The connectivity of the lta, d8r, and pau cages in PAU (c) and
ZSM-25 (d), showing the interpenetration of the two cubic scaffolds. The sequence is lta-d8rpau-d8r-pau-d8r-lta for PAU and lta-d8r-pau-d8r-pau-d8r-pau-d8r-lta for ZSM-25. e,f, The
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3D framework structure of PAU (e) and ZSM-25 (f) with t-plg, t-oto, t-gsm, and t-phi cages
embedded in the scaffolds.
We anticipated that the structure relationship (structural “coding”) of the higher members of
the RHO-family would also be reflected in reciprocal space, and that this could be exploited
for structure prediction. We found that the structure factors of the strong reflections for ZSM25 and PAU are indeed very similar (Fig. 3a, Extended Data Fig. 3). The framework of ZSM25 could be predicted solely from the related PAU framework, without using any
experimental diffraction data from ZSM-25 (Methods). We applied the same approach to
predict the structures of other members; RHO-G2 from PAU (RHO-G3), RHO-G5 from
ZSM-25 (RHO-G4), and RHO-G6 from RHO-G5 (Fig. 3b,c, Methods, Extended Data Fig. 5).
The final energies per SiO2 as a function of framework density for RHO-G1-G6 are consistent
with the trends observed for known structures (Supplementary Fig. 2, Supplementary Table
12), indicating they are all energetically feasible. In principle, the number of members in the
RHO-family is endless. New zeolites with expanding unit cell and complexity are achieved by
adding new pairs of d8r and pau cages, and their structures can be predicted using a similar
approach.
Except for RHO-G1 and RHO-G2, all other members comprise the same seven cages (Fig.
3c, Extended Data Fig. 6, Supplementary Tables 13, 14) and every T-atom is part of three 4rings. We think that these common motifs arise as a consequence of a dominating
aluminosilicate crystallisation pathway. That both ECR-18 (PAU) and ZSM-25 were
synthesised using TEA+ and Na+ as SDAs, together with K+ in the case of ECR-18, led us to
speculate that the larger members (e.g., RHO-G5 and RHO-G6) of this family could also be
synthesised using these SDAs, in concert with other inorganic cations. Examination of the
evolution of the numbers of different cages in the RHO-family showed that the numbers of toto, t-gsm, and t-phi cages grow much faster than those of the other four cage types
(Supplementary Table 13). Furthermore, we were aware that the natural zeolites gismondine
(GIS) and phillipsite (PHI), which contain t-gsm cages only (GIS) and t-oto and t-phi cages
(PHI) as building units, possess significant amounts of alkaline-earth metal cations such as
Ca2+ and even Ba2+ as extra-framework cations24. This prompted us to introduce small
amounts of different alkaline-earth cations to the ZSM-25 synthesis mixture to promote the
preferential formation of t-oto, t-gsm, and t-phi cages and thus to favour crystallisation of the
more complex members of the RHO-family.
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Following the strategy described above, we were able to synthesise the hypothetical RHOG5 phase, denoted PST-20 (Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1b, Supplementary Tables 1, 2). Its
successful synthesis was confirmed by RED (Extended Data Fig. 2d-f) and Rietveld
refinement (Extended Data Fig. 4). It is worth noting that while the crystallisation of PST-20
was sensitive to synthesis temperature and time, the presence of the alkaline-earth cations
Ca2+ and particularly Sr2+ is required to direct its crystallisation. A pure sample of PST-20
was successfully prepared by addition of Sr2+ to the synthesis gel. Subsequent structural
analysis revealed that the Sr2+ cations are located mainly within the 8-rings of its t-oto, t-gsm,
and t-phi cages (Supplementary Fig. 6), validating our approach. Following the same rational
approach, modification of the synthesis conditions by the addition of both Sr2+ and Ca2+ to the
‘ZSM-25’ gel before heating resulted in clear evidence that RHO-G6, the next, even more
complex zeolite in the RHO-family has already been crystallised (Supplementary Fig. 9,
Supplementary Table 3). Further work is in progress to obtain the pure form of this material,
which we denote PST-25.
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Figure 3 | Comparison of the reflection distributions and framework structures of RHOG3-G6. a, The (hk0) reciprocal plane showing the similar amplitude and phase distribution of
the strong reflections. Reflections in red have phases 0°, while those in blue have phases 180°.
The red, green, and blue circles correspond to 1.0, 1.6 and 3.0Å d-spacing. b,c, Polyhedral (b)
and tiling (c) representation of cross-sections (about 12Å thick). The crystals corresponding to
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RHO-G3-G6 have been synthesised as ECR-18, ZSM-25, PST-20, and PST-25, respectively.
Note that the arrangement in the centre alternates every second structure in (c), i.e. is the
similar for RHO-G3 and RHO-G5.

As with all members of this family, ZSM-25 and PST-20 (and PST-25) are accessible to
molecules that can pass through 8-rings, and so the zeolites are potentially useful as small
molecule adsorbents. Removal of CO2 from natural gas or from flue gases28 is one area of
current interest for small pore zeolites. We found that NaTEA-ZSM-25 and Na+-exchanged
NaSrTEA-PST-20 (denoted NaTEA-PST-20) show similarly high uptakes of CO2 and low
uptakes of N2 and CH4 (Fig. 4, Methods, Extended Data Table 2). The CO2/CH4 selectivity
for all members of the RHO-family is high, and much greater than exhibited by the Kchabazite examined (Extended Data Table 2). We attribute this to the effect of cation gating,
where cations blocking 8-ring windows in the structures are able to move to allow the passage
of gas molecules that strongly interact with them, such as CO2, but remain in place in the
presence of weakly interacting molecules29,30. Moreover, the CO2 uptakes remained the same
over 100 adsorption-desorption cycles (insets in Fig. 4a,b). The CO2 uptake at 1.0 bar and 298
K was 3.5 mmol·g-1 for NaTEA-ZSM-25 and 3.2 mmol·g-1 for NaTEA-PST-20. These CO2
uptakes are somewhat lower than that of Na-Rho (4.5 mmol·g-1 at 1.0 bar and 298 K) but they
are comparable with those observed for other well-studied small-pore zeolites such as Kchabazite (CHA, 3.6 mmol·g-1). More significantly, while CO2 adsorption on Na-Rho reached
equilibrium only after ca. 2 h, uptake on NaTEA-ECR-18 was faster (equilibrating in 5 min)
and NaTEA-ZSM-25 and NaTEA-PST-20 achieved equilibrium more quickly still (after ca. 2
min) (Figure 4c). Given their selective adsorption, fast kinetics and long-term stability,
NaTEA-ZSM-25 and NaTEA-PST-20 are of potential interest as CO2 adsorbents.
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Figure 4 | Gas adsorption properties of NaTEA-ZSM-25 and NaTEA-PST-20. a, b,
Adsorption isotherms at 298 K of CO2 (navy), CH4 (green), and N2 (pink) for NaTEA-ZSM25 (a) and NaTEA-PST-20 (b). Inset: CO2 adsorption-desorption cycles at 343 K. c, CO2
adsorption kinetics at 298 K and 1.2 bar on NaTEA-ZSM-25 (violet), NaTEA-PST-20
(orange), NaTEA-ECR-18 (navy), Na-Rho (pink), and K-chabazite (green).
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Finally, structure expansion in the RHO-family operates at two levels (Fig. 3c, Extended
Data Fig. 6, Supplementary Figs. 4c, 5c). First, the two-fold interpenetrated scaffold is
expanded by inserting pau and d8r cages along each unit cell edge. Second, the space between
the scaffolds is filled by four other cage types to form rigid, fully four-connected frameworks.
The former expansion is isoreticular, as seen in MOFs1-3, while the latter occurs by
embedding four different cages in the inter-scaffold space. We call frameworks resulting from
this principle of structure expansion ‘embedded isoreticular’; the RHO-family is the first
example. While other families of expanded structures have the same topology and enlarged
pore sizes2,3,11 (Supplementary Fig. 4a,b), the RHO-family members have different topologies
but similar pore size (Supplementary Fig. 5b,c, Supplementary Tables 10, 11). The structural
relationships among the RHO-family members become clear in reciprocal space, through the
similar amplitude and phase distribution of reflections. This structural “coding” is useful both
for structure solution and for prediction of new family members. It has inspired the syntheses
of new zeolites with huge unit cells from chemically relatively simple systems - ZSM-25,
PST-20, and PST-25 are the largest zeolites by unit cell volume - and it suggests a route to the
rational synthesis of certain classes of zeolites.
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METHODS
Zeolite Syntheses. ZSM-25 was synthesised from aluminosilicate gels with a very narrow
range of SiO2/Al2O3 and Na2O/SiO2 ratios in the presence of TEABr, as reported by several
groups8,23,31. In a typical synthesis of ZSM-25, 1.92 g of Al(OH)3•1.0H2O were first mixed
with a solution of 3.04 g of NaOH solution (50%, Aldrich) in 60.73 g of distilled water. To
the resulting clear solution, 10.80 g of Ludox AS-40 (DuPont) and 11.15 g of TEABr (98%,
Aldrich)

were

added.

The

resulting

gel

composition

was

1.9Na2O•1.0Al2O3•5.2TEABr•7.2SiO2•390H2O. The final synthesis mixture was stirred at
room temperature for one day, charged into Teflon-lined 23-ml autoclaves and heated at 408
K under rotation (60 rpm) for 7 days.
PST-20 was synthesised using the organic SDA, TEA+, together with two inorganic SDAs
Na+ and Sr2+ cations. In a typical synthesis of PST-20, 1.92 g of Al(OH)3•1.0H2O were first
mixed with a solution of 3.04 g of 50% NaOH solution in 60.73 g of distilled water. To the
resulting clear solution, 10.80 g of Ludox AS-40, 1.07 g of Sr(NO3)2 (Aldrich) and 11.15g of
TEABr

were

added.

The

resulting

gel

composition

was

1.9Na2O•0.5SrO•1.0Al2O3•5.2TEABr•7.2SiO2•390H2O. If required, seed crystals (2wt% of
anhydrous raw materials) were added to this gel. The seed crystals used here were PST-20
zeolite containing a small amount of ZSM-25 (<20%, according to PXRD analysis), which
was previously prepared at 418 K for 4 days. The final synthesis mixture was stirred at room
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temperature for one day, charged into Teflon-lined 23-ml autoclave, and heated at 418 K
under rotation (60 rpm) for 2 days. Further details of PST-20 synthesis are given in
Supplementary Table 1 and 2.
The solid products were recovered by filtration, washed repeatedly with water, and then
dried overnight at room temperature. As-made ZSM-25 and PST-20 samples were
characterised by PXRD, and 27Al and 29Si solid-state MAS NMR (Extended Data Fig. 1). The
samples were calcined at 773 K in air for 8 h. PXRD patterns show that ZSM-25 retained its
crystallinity but PST-20 lost crystallinity upon calcination. As-made PST-20 (NaSrTEA-PST20) was refluxed twice in 1.0 M NaNO3 solution at 353 K for 6 h (2.0g solid per 100 mL
solution) to ensure that it was in its Na+-TEA+ form (denoted NaTEA-PST-20). For
comparison, ECR-18 (PAU), zeolite Rho (RHO), and chabazite (CHA) with similar Si/Al
ratios were also synthesised according to the procedures reported in the literature26,32,33 and
converted to their Na+ or K+ forms.
Collection of rotation electron diffraction (RED) data. For RED data collection, powders
of as-made NaTEA-ZSM-25 and NaSrTEA-PST-20 samples were dispersed in absolute
ethanol and treated by ultrasonic treatment for 2 min. A droplet of the suspension was
transferred onto a carbon-coated copper grid and dried in air. The 3D RED data were
collected on a JEOL JEM2100 TEM at 200 kV using the RED-data collection software18. A
single-tilt tomography sample holder was used for the data collection. The ED frames were
recorded on a 12-bit Gatan ES500W Erlangshen camera side-mounted at a 35 mm port. For
NaTEA-ZSM-25, the tilt step was 0.10° and the exposure time was 3.0s per ED frame. The
tilt range was 76.71° and the total data collection time was about 70 min. Because NaSrTEAPST-20 was more electron beam sensitive than NaTEA-ZSM-25, shorter data collection time
(17 min) was used, with a larger tilt step (0.20°), shorter exposure time (1.0 s per ED frame)
and a tilt range of 49.98° (Supplementary Table 4).
The data processing was performed using the software RED-data processing18. The unit cell
was determined from the positions of the diffraction spots detected in the ED frames. The
RED data show that both NaTEA-ZSM-25 and NaSrTEA-PST-20 are body-centred
cubic with the Laue symmetry of m-3m (Extended Data Fig. 2). The unit cell parameter
determined from the RED data was a=42.3 Å for NaTEA-ZSM-25 and a=52.4 Å for
NaTEA-ZSM-25 (Supplementary Table 4). The reflection conditions were deduced
from the reconstructed reciprocal lattice to be hkl: h+k+l=2n, hk0: h+k=2n, hkh: k=2n,
00l: l=2n. From the Laue symmetry and reflection conditions, the possible space
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groups are I432 (No. 211), I-43m (No. 217), and Im-3m (No. 229). The intensity for each
reflection was extracted from the ED frame with the highest intensity value. The final list of
reflections with the indices and intensity was output to an HKL file for SHELX34.
Structure determination of ZSM-25. Three zeolite frameworks were identified that have the
same Laue group as ZSM-25: ZK-5 (KFI, a=18.75 Å), zeolite Rho (RHO, a=15.03 Å) and
paulingite35 (PAU, a=35.09 Å). The crystallographic structure factors were calculated from
the atomic coordinates of the idealised framework given in the Database of Zeolite
Structures24. It was found that the strong reflections of ZSM-25 are distributed in the same
locations in reciprocal space as those calculated from PAU (Fig. 2a-d). Twenty-one
symmetry-independent reflections up to 2.5 Å resolution with amplitudes larger than 30% of
the strongest reflection were identified from the RED data, and their phases were assigned to
be those of structure factor phases calculated from corresponding reflections of the PAU
structure (Fig. 2c,d, Extended Data Table 1). The indices of the required corresponding
reflections in the PAU structure were obtained by scaling according to the unit cells:
hPAU=hZSM-25×aPAU/aZSM-25, kPAU=kZSM-25×aPAU/aZSM-25, lPAU=lZSM-25×aPAU/aZSM-25 (Extended
Data Table 1). The 3D electron density map was calculated by inverse Fourier transformation
from the amplitudes and phases of these strong reflections using the SUPERFLIP software
(Fig. 2e)36. All 16 symmetry-independent T-atoms (T=Si,Al) were located from the 3D
electron density map using the software EDMA37. The oxygen atoms were placed between the
T-atoms according to SiO4 tetrahedral geometry. The final model is a four-connected 3D
framework (Fig. 2f), which was geometrically optimised using TOPAS Academic 4.138.
Every T-atom is part of three 4-rings (in two different chains of 4-rings), accounting for the
characteristic IR and Raman spectra reported previously for ZSM-2523.
Rietveld refinement (ZSM-25 and PST-20) and profile fitting (PST-25). High-resolution
PXRD data of as-made NaTEA-ZSM-25 was collected at room temperature at experimental
station ID31 at the ESRF, Grenoble (=0.632480 Å). PXRD data of calcined NaTEA-ZSM25 (Extended Data Fig. 1a) was obtained in flat plate mode using a PANalytical X’Pert PRO
diffractometer (=1.5418 Å). High-resolution PXRD data of as-made and Na+-exchanged
NaSrTEA-PST-20 were collected at 100 K at experimental station ID22 at the ESRF,
Grenoble (=0.40091 Å). The samples were sealed in glass capillaries of 0.7 mm in diameter.
Rietveld refinement was performed using TOPAS Academic V4.138. High-resolution PXRD
data of a sample with a mixture of PST-25 and PST-20 (Run 18, Supplementary Table 3) was
collected in flat plate mode on the 9B beamline at the Pohang Acceleration Laboratory, Korea
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(λ=1.4640 Å). Profile fitting was performed in the 2θ range of 10–70° by the LeBail method39
using the GSAS suite of programs40.
For NaTEA-ZSM-25, the background was fitted with a 16th order Chebychev polynomial.
The refinement was conducted using a PearsonVII peak profile function, followed by
refinement of unit cell (a=45.0711(3) Å) and zero-shift. The chemical formula was deduced
from EDS, TGA and CHN analyses to be (N(C2H5)4)40Na285(H2O)600[Si1115Al325O2880]. The
organic TEA+ cations were suggested by molecular modelling to be located in the pau and tplg cages (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 5), and Na+ and water molecule
positions were arrived at by comparison with the structure of as-made paulingite35 and by
difference Fourier analysis. Considering the ratio of Si/Al=3.4, soft restraints were placed on
the T-O distances (1.64 Å, T=Si,Al) and O…O distances (2.68 Å) within the TO4 tetrahedra.
All T positions were refined with the same and fixed occupancies. Additional Na+ cations and
guest water molecules were located from the difference Fourier maps by fixing the framework
of ZSM-25. All atomic positions were refined in the final cycles. The Debye-Waller factors of
T, O, C and N atoms were fixed to 0.8, 1, 10 and 10, respectively, while those of Na+ and
water molecules were refined. The final refinement converged to Rwp=0.0537, Rp=0.0414 and
GOF=2.87 (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Table 6).
There are 16 T-atoms, 40 oxygen atoms, four TEA+ and 13 Na+, and 24 water molecules in
the asymmetric unit of NaTEA-ZSM-25. Most Na+ cations are located in the 8-rings of the toto, d8r and t-gsm cages, some of them are partially occupied and sometimes share the same
positions with guest water molecules. A Na+ cation (Na12, occupancy of 0.51) is found at the
6-ring connecting the lta and t-plg cages. There are about 296 Na+ cations in one unit cell,
which is consistent with the chemical analysis. The TEA+ cations are disordered in the pau
and t-plg cages. The final refinement shows that there is one TEA+ in each pau cage, and 0.85
and 0.80 TEA+ in t-plg cages (there are two symmetry-independent t-plg cages), respectively.
The t-plg cages contain both TEA+ cations and guest water molecules, with a total occupancy
of 1.0. The final framework structure has reasonable T-O bond distances (1.640.02 Å) and
O-T-O angles (109.3°4.5°) and T-O-T angles (132-159°).
Rietveld refinement of the calcined, hydrated ZSM-25 was carried out in a similar way to
that of NaTEA-ZSM-25, with the obvious difference that no TEA+ cations remain in the solid
(a=44.9242(16)Å, Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Table 7).
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For as-made NaSrTEA-PST-20, the unit cell formula derived by elemental analysis and
structure refinement was |(N(C2H5)4)56Na162Sr210(H2O)563|[Al638Si2002O5280]. The starting
structure was based on the model of RHO-G5 established during the prediction of larger
structures of the RHO-family. The background was fitted with a 30th order Chebychev
polynomial. The refinement was conducted using a TCHZ peak profile function, followed by
refinement of unit cell (a=55.0437(16) Å) and zero-shift. Soft restraints were placed on the TO distances (1.64 Å, T=Si,Al) and O…O distances (2.68 Å) within the TO4 tetrahedra. All T
positions were refined with the same and fixed occupancies. The location of TEA+ cations
was modelled using the positions obtained from the structural model of NaTEA-ZSM-25,
where TEA+ cations were in the pau and t-plg cages. The Na+/Sr2+ cations were either
allocated from difference Fourier maps or placed in similar sites as those in NaTEA-ZSM-25.
These cations were mostly in the 8-ring sites throughout the structure. When the fractional
occupancies of cations refined to values considerably greater than 1 when input as ‘Na+’, they
were instead included as more strongly scattering Sr2+ cations and their occupancies were
refined without any restrictions. Each Na+ or Sr2+ site was then modelled with a mixed
occupancy with water oxygen. In this way six sites were identified as unambiguously
containing Sr2+ cations (Sr1-Sr6). Additional scattering identified from difference Fourier
mapping was included as water oxygen. The Debye-Waller factors of T, O, Na/Sr, water
molecules and C(N) in the TEA+ ions were fixed to 1, 1.5, 3, 4 and 5, respectively and all
fractional atomic coordinates were refined in the final cycles. The refinement converged to
Rwp=0.0791, Rp=0.0569 and GOF=4.396 (Extended Data Fig. 4a, Supplementary Table 8).
For NaTEA-PST-20, the chemical formula obtained from the elemental analysis and
structure refinement was [(N(C2H5)4]56Na560Sr11(H2O)586[Al638Si2002O5280]; a small amount
of Sr2+ cations still remained after the ion-exchange. Rietveld refinement was carried out in a
similar way to that of as-made NaSrTEA-PST-20 and the refined unit cell was a=55.0664(7)
Å. The location of TEA+ and Na+/ cations was modelled using the positions obtained from the
structure model of NaTEA-ZSM-25. Additional guest water molecules were located from the
difference Fourier maps by fixing the framework of NaTEA-PST-20. The Debye-Waller
factors of T, O, Na/Sr, water molecules and C(N) in the TEA+ ions were fixed to 1, 2, 3, 4 and
5, respectively and all fractional atomic coordinates refined in the final cycles. The refinement
converged to Rwp=0.0883, Rp=0.0653 and GOF=3.59 (Extended Data Fig. 4b, Supplementary
Table 9).
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During the refinement of NaTEA-PST-20, some unindexed peaks were identified, which
could be attributed to the minor impurity phases ZSM-25 and (for some smaller peaks) the
even larger RHO-family member RHO-G6. Thus, the structure models of NaTEA-PST-20
and NaTEA-ZSM-25 were both included in the refinement. Considering the complexity of the
two structures and the number of parameters, only the TCHZ peak profile function, zero-shift,
the background with a 17th order Chebychev polynomial, and the unit cells of the two
structures were refined. The atomic positions and thermal parameters were fixed based on the
two structure models. The refinement was improved and converged to Rwp=0.0793, Rp=0.0593
and GOF=3.16 (Supplementary Fig. 8, Supplementary Table 9), with 92.5 wt% of PST-20
and 7.5 wt% of ZSM-25 in the sample.
The synchrotron PXRD pattern of the sample from Run 18 (Supplementary Table 3 and
Supplementary Fig. 9a) was compared to those calculated based on the structure models of
PST-20 and the hypothetical RHO-G6, which indicated that the sample is a mixture of RHOG6 (denoted PST-25) and PST-20, with ca 75% PST-25. The two-phase LeBail refinement
based on PST-25 and PST-20 resulted in a good agreement between the observed and the
calculated profiles (Supplementary Fig. 9b; Rwp=0.0221, Rp=0.0142), and the unit cell
parameters a=55.0270(5) Å for PST-20 and a=65.0436(4) Å for PST-25.
Prediction of ZSM-25 from PAU based on strong reflections. Inspired by the successful
structure solution of ZSM-25 by phasing the RED data using the related PAU structure, we
investigated the possibility of deducing the structure of ZSM-25 solely from the PAU
structure. We compared the structure factors calculated from the frameworks of PAU and
ZSM-25, and found that the intensity distribution of reflections is similar and the phases of
the strong reflections are the same, as shown in Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 3. We selected
the 133 strongest symmetry-independent reflections of PAU with normalised structure factor
E>1.2 and d>1.00 Å to predict the structure of ZSM-25 (Supplementary Table 15). The
structure factor amplitudes and phases of these strong reflections were transposed to be those
of a ‘hypothetical’ ZSM-25 by converting the reflection indices according to hZSM25=hPAU×aZSM-25/aPAU,

kZSM-25=kPAU×aZSM-25/aPAU, lZSM-25=lPAU×aZSM-25/aPAU and taking the

nearest integers. A 3D electron density map was calculated (Extended Data Fig. 5d) and all 16
T-atoms and 31 out of 40 oxygen atoms in the asymmetric unit were located. A complete
ZSM-25 framework could be obtained by adding the nine missing oxygen atoms
geometrically between the T-atoms (Extended Data Fig. 5e). Compared to the 3D electrostatic
potential map obtained from RED (Fig. 2e), the 3D electron density map deduced from PAU
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(Extended Data Fig. 5d) has higher resolution so that most of the oxygen atoms could be
resolved from the density map. This showed that the framework structure of ZSM-25 could be
predicted solely from the related PAU framework, without using any ZSM-25 experimental
diffraction data.
Prediction of new structures in the RHO-family. The structure of RHO-G2 (Extended Data
Fig. 5b) (a25 Å) was predicted previously26,27. The prediction of larger structures, for
example RHO-G5 (a55 Å), RHO-G6 (a65 Å) etc., is very challenging. Although we know
the unit cell and space group and partial structures (the cubic scaffolds) of RHO-G5 and
RHO-G6, it is difficult to fill the remaining empty space between the cubic scaffolds by
model building to complete these two structure models manually. We therefore used the
strong reflections method we developed above to predict the structure model of RHO-G5
from RHO-G4, and the structure model of RHO-G6 from RHO-G5. Structure factor
amplitudes and phases were calculated from the idealised structure model of RHO-G4 (ZSM25). 470 strongest reflections with E-value>1.2 and d>1.00 Å were selected (Supplementary
Table 16). The indices of each strong reflection of RHO-G5 were calculated from the indices
of the corresponding reflection of RHO-G4 according to hRHO-G5=hRHO-G4×aRHO-G5/aRHO-G4,
kRHO-G5=kRHO-G4×aRHO-G5/aRHO-G4, lRHO-G5=lRHO-G4×aRHO-G5/aRHO-G4. The 3D electron density
map was calculated by inverse Fourier transformation from the amplitudes and phases
adopted from those of RHO-G4 using the SUPERFLIP software36 (Extended Data Fig. 5f).
All 29 T-atoms and 44 out of 70 oxygen atoms in the asymmetric unit of RHO-G5 were
located from the 3D map by using the EDMA software37, and the remaining 26 oxygen atoms
were added geometrically between the T-atoms to complete the four-connected framework
(Extended Data Fig. 5g). A similar approach was applied to generate the RHO-G6 structure
based on the RHO-G5 structure. The 3D electron density map (Extended Data Fig. 5h) was
calculated using the 742 strongest reflections with E-value>1.2 and d>1.00 Å from the RHOG5 structure, as given in Supplementary Table 17. The calculation of indices of RHO-G6
follows the previous rules, hRHO-G6=hRHO-G5×aRHO-G6/aRHO-G5, kRHO-G6=kRHO-G5×aRHO-G6/aRHO-G5,
and lRHO-G6=lRHO-G5×aRHO-G6/aRHO-G5. All 47 T-atoms and 96 out of 112 oxygen atoms of
RHO-G6 in the asymmetric unit were located from the 3D map, and the remaining 16 oxygen
atoms were added geometrically between the T-atoms to complete the four-connected
framework (Extended Data Fig. 5i). All the structures in the RHO-family were further energyminimised in the pure SiO2 forms using GULP (Supplementary Fig. 2, Supplementary Table
12), and are all energetically feasible. The corresponding unit cell parameters from RHO-G1
to RHO-G6 are 14.77, 24.58, 34.40, 44.22, 54.07 and 63.87 Å, respectively. The energy
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difference from quartz was as predicted, based on the results of earlier studies using GULP
that show a clear trend between energy and framework density41. The lattice energies for the
RHO-family are comparable with those for other zeolite structures built from 4- and 6-rings
only, for example SOD, LTA, FAU, MER, FAU, KFI, CHA, PHI. This indicates that all
structures in the RHO-family are energetically reasonable.
Gas adsorption experiments. The CO2, CH4, and N2 adsorption isotherms of NaTEA-ZSM25 and NaTEA-PST-20 were measured at 298 K and at pressures up to 1.2 bar using a Mirae
SI nanoPorosity-XG analyser (Fig. 4a,b). Prior to the experiments, each zeolite sample was
evacuated for 6 h at 523 K. Adsorption kinetics and adsorption-desorption cycling of CO2
were performed using a Setaram PCTPro E&E analyzer. Prior to the experiments, the zeolite
sample was evacuated for 6h at 473 K. While kinetics of CO2 adsorption was carried out at
298 K and 1.2 bar (Fig. 4c), cyclic CO2 adsorption was repeated 100 times at 343 K and 1.2
bar in vacuum swing regeneration mode (Fig. 4a,b).
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Captions for Extended Data Files
Extended Data Figure 1 | Characterization of ZSM-25 and PST-20 zeolites. Powder XRD
patterns (left),
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Al (middle) and

29

Si (right) MAS NMR spectra of as-made (bottom) and

calcined (top) ZSM-25 (a) and PST-20 (b).
Extended Data Figure 2 | Reconstructed 3D reciprocal lattice from the RED data. a-c,
NaTEA-ZSM-25 and d-f, NaSrTEA-PST-20. a, c, The 3D reciprocal lattice with the crystal
inserted. b, c, e, f, 2D slices cut from the reconstructed 3D reciprocal lattice showing the (h k
0) plane (b, e), (h k h) (c) and (h k -k) (f) reciprocal plane. The distribution of the strong
reflections for NaTEA-ZSM-25 and NaSrTEA-PST-20 is similar to that of PAU.
Extended Data Figure 3 | Structure factor amplitudes and phases calculated from the
structure models of RHO-G1 to RHO-G6. The (h k -h-k) reflections are shown. Reflections
in red have phases 0°, while those in blue have phases 180°. The red, green, and blue circles
correspond to 1.0, 1.6 and 3.0 Å. The frameworks are idealized in the pure SiO2 forms.
Extended Data Figure 4 | PXRD profiles for the Rietveld refinement of as-made and
Na+-exchanged NaSrTEA-PST-20. a, As-made NaSrTEA-PST-20. b, Na+-exchanged
NaSrTEA-PST-20 (denoted NaTEA-PST-20). The observed, calculated and difference curves
are in blue, red and black, respectively. The good agreement of observed and calculated data
at high-angles (inset) indicates that the framework structure is correct. The slight differences
at lower angles are due to incomplete determination of the positions of all guest
molecules/cations (λ = 0.40091 Å).
Extended Data Figure 5 | The prediction of the RHO-family members RHO-G1-G6 from
the structure of PAU (RHO-G3). The arrows indicate how the structures were predicted
from their nearest generations. The 3D electron density map of RHO-Gn (n = 4-6) was
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generated using the structure factors of strong reflections from RHO-Gn-1, and a 3D structure
model of RHO-Gn could be built. The structures of RHO-G1 and RHO-G2 could be obtained
from RHO-G3 by model building.
Extended Data Figure 6 | Tile representations of the structures of RHO-G1-G6 in the
RHO-family. The structure expansion operates at two levels: first, isoreticular expansion of
the scaffold by inserting a pair of pau and d8r cages along each unit cell edge (top); second,
embedding of other cages (middle) in the inter-scaffold space. The resulting frameworks are
denoted as embedded isoreticular zeolite structures (bottom).
Extended Data Table 1 | Structure factor amplitudes of the strongest reflections
obtained from RED data, and the corresponding reflections and structure factor phases
in the PAU structure. The amplitudes FZSM-25 were calculated as the square-roots of the
intensities extracted from RED. The indices of the corresponding reflections in the PAU
structure were obtained: hPAU = hZSM-25 × aPAU/aZSM-25, kPAU = kZSM-25 × aPAU/aZSM-25, lPAU =
lZSM-25 × aPAU/aZSM-25, where the unit cell aPAU = 35 Å and aZSM-25 = 45 Å.
Extended Data Table 2 | Room-temperature CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 selectivities at 0.1 and
1.0 bar for NaTEA-PST-20, NaTEA-ZSM-25, NaTEA-ECR-18, Na-Rho, and Kchabazite. The CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 selectivities are defined as (QCO2)/(QCH4) and
(QCO2)/(QN2), respectively, where QCO2, QCH4, and QN2 are the equilibrium molar uptakes of
CO2, CH4, and N2 at a given pressure taken from the corresponding single component
isotherms, respectively.
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